Declaration of Conformity
(In accordance with EN 14041:2005)

We:
CORKART SA
Parque Industrial de Vendas Novas Lte 20
7080-341 Vendas Novas PORTUGAL
Tel: + 351 265 809 215 | Fax: + 351 265 809 217 | www.corkart.pt

Hereby declare that the product (or family of products):

Cork floor panels for loose laying - Corkart Cork Floating Floor; Cork Concept; Q Collection; Morena Collection; Korkplus and Life

Is in conformity with the essential requirements and provisions of the Council Directive 89/106/EEC, when installed in accordance with the installation instructions contained in the product documentation.

The product (family of products) is in accordance with:

EN 14041 - Resilient, textiles and laminate floor coverings - Essential characteristics
EN 14085 - Resilient floor coverings - Specification for floor panels for loose laying.

Cork surface layer:
EN 12104 - Resilient floor coverings - Cork floor tiles - Specification.

Agglomerated cork back layer:
EN 12103 - Resilient floor coverings - Agglomerated cork underlays - Specification.

Classification of the surface layer of floor panels shall be in accordance with the scheme established in EN 685 - Resilient, textile and laminate floor coverings - Classification.
Technical Specification of the product/family of products includes detailed characteristics.

Products description: Panels consisting of a bonded surface layer of agglomerated cork, a high density fiberboard layer and a back layer of soft agglomerate cork. The panels are intended to be used as interior floor covering, in areas which are not exposed to excessive humidity and do not require wet cleaning.
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President
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